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ABSTRACT 
On behalf of the Texas Department of Transportation, Yoakum District, Blanton & Associates, Inc., 
conducted an intensive archeological survey of a portion of the United States Highway 59 Upgrade Project, 
which extends across Fort Bend, Wharton, and Jackson counties, Texas. The proposed undertaking would 
consist of roadway upgrades to an interstate facility between Farm-to-Market Road (FM) 2919 and FM 710, 
a length of approximately 39.5 miles. A total of 2,089 acres would be required for construction including 
1,647 acres of existing right of way (ROW) and 445 acres of new ROW. This area is comprised of properties 
owned by the State of Texas (existing ROW), as well as properties that are currently privately owned 
(proposed new ROW).  
The archeological survey focused on portions of the northern segment of the overall project, which is 
situated between FM 2919 and the Colorado River primarily within Wharton County with a small portion 
in Fort Bend County. The survey took place within this segment where right of entry had been secured as 
of August 2015. A total of 70 acres was surveyed between August 20 and September 13, 2015 under Texas 
Antiquities Permit No. 7306. Further fieldwork for the remaining unsurveyed portions of the area of 
potential effects (APE) will be conducted in conjunction with the Texas Department of Transportation’s 
2014-2016 General Archeological Survey Services Contract under a different Texas Antiquities Permit. 
Archeological survey of the accessible areas consisted of systematic inspection of the ground surface as 
well as subsurface inspection in portions of the APE that were considered high probability areas for 
encountering intact prehistoric or historic sites. Shovel testing was conducted within the high probability 
areas and systematic mechanical trenching was also conducted within specific high probability areas 
characterized by deep Holocene alluvium.  
A total 192 shovel tests and 63 trenches were excavated during the investigation. One historic archeological 
site (41WH139), one prehistoric isolated artifact, and one roadside memorial were identified within the 
APE. Site 41WH139, the isolated find, the historic structure, and roadside memorial are not recommended 
eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places under any criteria, nor are they 
recommended eligible for designation as a State Antiquities Landmark. No further work is recommended 
at these locations. One additional possible historic archeological site was identified at an historic high 
probability area but is outside of the APE. No artifacts were collected during the survey. Project records 
and a copy of the final report will be curated at the Center for Archeological Research at The University of 
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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY 
Archeological survey of portions of the United States (US) Highway 59 Upgrade Project was performed in 
compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act, Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation 
Act and associated federal regulations (36 CFR 800), as well as the Texas Antiquities Code (9 TNRC 191) 
and associated state regulations (13 TAC 26). The survey was sponsored by the Texas Department of 
Transportation, Yoakum District. The purpose of the archeological survey was to locate and evaluate 
archeological sites within the northern portion of the US 59 project area of potential effects (APE) extending 
from the Colorado River to Farm-to-Market Road (FM) 2919. Sites identified were then evaluated for 
significance and eligibility for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places and/or designation as a 
State Antiquities Landmark. The survey was performed by Blanton & Associates, Inc. Andrea Burden 
served as Principal Investigator for the project. Joseph Sanchez served as Project Archeologist with field 
archeologists Jon Dowling, Aaron Hockman, and Scott Justen. A total of 757 person hours were invested 
in the project. Fieldwork took place between August 20 and September 13, 2015.  
The US 59 Upgrade Project extends approximately 39.5 miles between across Fort Bend, Wharton, and 
Jackson counties, Texas. The proposed undertaking would consist of roadway upgrades to an interstate 
facility between FM 2919 and FM 710. A total of 2,089 acres would be required for construction including 
1,647 acres of existing right of way (ROW) and 445 acres of new ROW. This area is comprised of properties 
owned by the State of Texas (existing ROW), as well as properties that are privately owned (proposed new 
ROW).  
The intensive archeological survey focused on 70 acres of the northern segment of the APE, designated as 
that segment between the Colorado River and FM 2919, where right of entry was granted as of August 
2015. A total 192 shovel tests and 63 trenches were excavated during the investigation. One historic 
archeological site (41WH139), one prehistoric isolated artifact, and one roadside memorial were identified 
within the APE. Site 41WH139, the isolated find, the historic structure, and roadside memorial are not 
recommended eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under any criteria, nor are they 
recommended eligible for designation as a State Antiquities Landmark. No further work is recommended 
at these locations. One additional possible historic archeological site was identified at an historic high 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) Yoakum District proposes to upgrade United States 
(US) Highway 59 through Wharton County to Interstate Highway standards. Farm-to-Market Road (FM) 
2919 is the northern project limit and FM 710 is the southern project limit for logical termini purposes. The 
total project length would be approximately 38.1 miles while the total construction length would be 
approximately 39.5 miles. The total proposed project area would be approximately 2,089 acres (1,647 acres 
of existing right of way [ROW] and 445 acres of new ROW). This area is comprised of properties owned 
by the State of Texas (existing ROW), as well as properties that are privately owned (proposed new ROW).  
This report details the results of an archeological survey performed by Blanton & Associates, Inc. (B&A) 
of the northern portion of the project under Texas Antiquities Permit No. 7306. A total of 70 acres were 
surveyed by B&A as an initial phase of the project between August 20 and September 13, 2015. 
Archeological survey methods consisted of systematic inspection of the ground surface as well as 
subsurface inspection in areas considered high probability areas for encountering intact prehistoric or 
historic sites. Shovel testing was conducted within the high probability areas and systematic mechanical 
trenching was also conducted within specific high probability areas characterized by deep Holocene 
alluvium. Andrea Burden served as Principal Investigator for the project. Joseph Sanchez served as Project 
Archeologist with field archeologists Jon Dowling, Aaron Hockman, and Scott Justen. A total of 757 person 
hours were invested in the project. No artifacts were collected during the survey. Project records and a copy 
of the final report will be curated at the Center for Archeological Research at The University of Texas at 
San Antonio. 
The survey results described herein apply only to the northern segment of the overall project, which is 
situated between FM 2919 and the Colorado River primarily within Wharton County, Texas; a small portion 
of the project is located in Fort Bend County. Of the total project area, 140 acres still need to be surveyed. 
In consultation with TxDOT Environmental Affairs Division Archeologist Allen Bettis and Texas 
Historical Commission Archeology Division Reviewer Mark Denton, further fieldwork for the remainder 
of the project, particularly that south of the Colorado River and parcels where right of entry (ROE) was 
withheld during the current survey, will be completed through TxDOT’s 2014-2016 General Archeological 
Survey Services Contract under a different Texas Antiquities Permit. Therefore, this report is presented in 
partial fulfillment of terms and conditions of Texas Antiquities Permit No. 7306, issued June 11, 2015 
(Allen Bettis, pers. comm. 7/18/2016; Mark Denton pers. comm. 7/25/2016). 
Project Description 
Within the project area, the existing US 59 roadway is a four-lane rural freeway facility. The facility 
includes 38- to 40-foot-wide mainlanes consisting of four, 12-foot-wide travel lanes (two in each direction), 
10-foot-wide outside shoulders, and 6-foot-wide inside shoulders. A grassy median separates the 
northbound and southbound mainlanes, and the median varies in width from 40 feet (ft) to 117 ft. Within 
the project area, the ROW width varies between approximately 275 ft and 375 ft. 
The northern project limit (FM 2919) is situated within Fort Bend County, and the southern project limit 
(FM 710) is within Jackson County. However, the approximate construction limits of the proposed project 
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would extend from approximately 2,600 ft southwest of FM 2919 in Fort Bend County to County Road 
(CR) 271 just south of the Jackson County/Wharton County line (Figures 1 through 4.4). From the 
US 59/Business 59 interchange on the south side of El Campo to the US 59/Business 59 interchange on the 
north side of El Campo, US 59 would be upgraded by others.  
The current proposed project would upgrade US 59 to an interstate facility with the addition of frontage 
roads and grade-separated interchanges. The mainlanes would remain four lanes (two in each direction). 
The proposed frontage roads would extend for the length of the project and include two, 12-ft-wide travel 
lanes, 10-ft-wide outside shoulders, and 4-ft-wide inside shoulders (Figure 5). A grassy median would 
separate the frontage roads from the mainlanes, varying in width between 34 ft and 62 ft. The proposed 
project would also require the replacement of existing bridges and the construction of new bridges along 
the frontage roads. Currently, there is no assigned Ready-to-Let date for this project but a letting date of 
October 2018 and a Letter of Authority date of August 2018 may be assumed.  
The project’s horizontal area of potential effects (APE) for archeological resources corresponds with the 
proposed ROW between FM 2919 and FM 710 (with the exception of 4 miles around El Campo) and would 
be approximately 35 miles in length. The proposed project would require approximately 445 acres of new 
ROW. The vertical APE would be a function of the profile and drainage needs and will not be consistent 
throughout the project. In general, the vertical APE will be 5 ft deep for roadway construction and 60 ft for 
bridge locations. The proposed ROW for this project encompasses state property (i.e., US 59 existing ROW) 
and private property that would be acquired by TxDOT prior to construction. 
The purpose of the archeological survey was to locate and evaluate archeological sites within the northern 
portion of the US 59 project APE extending from the Colorado River to FM 2919. Sites identified by B&A 
personnel were then evaluated for significance and eligibility for inclusion in the National Register of 
Historic Places (NRHP) and/or designation as a State Antiquities Landmark (SAL) in compliance with the 
National Environmental Policy Act, Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act and associated 
federal regulations (36 CFR 800), as well as the Texas Antiquities Code (9 TNRC 191) and associated state 
regulations (13 TAC 26). 
This report includes eight sections. Sections 2 and 3 briefly describe the natural and cultural setting of the 
APE vicinity. Section 4 relates previous investigations and previously documented sites in the vicinity of 
the APE. Section 5 presents the methods utilized during the survey. Section 6 presents the results of the 
survey. Section 7 provides a summary and recommendations of the investigation. Section 8 presents the 
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Figure 2. Survey Limits on Topographic Map  
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Figure 3. Survey Limits on Aerial Imagery  
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Figure 4.1 Previously Recorded Resources 
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Figure 4.2 Previously Recorded Resources
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Figure 4.3 Previously Recorded Resources
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Figure 4.4 Previously Recorded Resources 
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Figure 5. Existing and Proposed Typical Sections 
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2.0 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 
A background review of area topographic, soils, and geologic maps was conducted by B&A. This review 
includes information relevant to the entire project APE. The results of the comprehensive review are 
presented below. 
2.1 Topography 
The APE is located within the Coastal Plains physiographic region (Bureau of Economic Geology [BEG] 
1996). This region is characterized by nearly flat prairie that ranges in elevation from 0 to 300 ft above 
mean sea level (BEG 1996). The area surrounding the APE is mostly rural containing a mix of residential, 
row-crop agriculture, undeveloped rangeland and pasture, commercial, and oil and gas development. 
Ground surface visibility is estimated at 0 to 30 percent. Vegetation in and adjacent to the area surveyed 
consists of native and non-native grasses. 
2.2 Geology 
The Coastal Prairies are part of the Gulf Coastal Plain geomorphic province. The geologic structure of 
deposits within the Coastal Prairies is characterized by nearly flat strata comprised of deltaic sands and 
muds (BEG 1996). The APE crosses two geologic units. The APE at the San Bernard and Colorado River 
floodplains extends across Holocene-aged alluvium (Qal), while all other areas of the APE cross the 
Pleistocene-aged Beaumont Formation (Qb) (BEG 1976). Both of these units have potential to contain 
buried archeological material; however, deposits within the Beaumont Formation are considered low 
probability for potential intact archeological deposits unless they occur in association with perennial water 
sources, have not been disturbed by plowing, etc., and are not locations for historical structures, buildings, 
etc.  
2.3 Soils 
The APE crosses a mix of upland and floodplain soils. Uplands between the San Bernard River and its 
tributary, San Bernard Creek, as well as areas around the Bosque Slough crossing, and 3.8 km (2.4 miles) 
south of Hillje to the Wharton County line, are dominated by Edna-Bernard association soils, 0 to 1 percent 
slopes. These soils are poorly drained and possess a surface layer of fine sandy loam and clay loam and 
lower layers dominated by clay. Both Bernard Series and Edna Series soils display B horizons in this area 
that extend to depths near or in excess of 1.5 meter (m) (Soil Conservation Service [SCS] 1974). South of 
Bernard Creek to approximately 3.2 miles south of Hungerford and south of the Colorado River to the north 
side of El Campo, as well as the area surrounding Hillje, the APE crosses soils of the Lake Charles 
Association, 0 to 3 percent slopes. These soils also occur on uplands and are somewhat poorly drained with 
surficial and lower layers characterized by clay. Lake Charles Series soils display multiple A horizons to a 
depth of 1.5 m (SCS 1974).  
Between Peach Creek and the southern terrace of the Colorado River is a vast floodplain marked by soils 
of the Miller-Norwood Association. These soils are moderately well to well drained and calcareous 
underlain by recent loamy and clayey alluvium. Miller soils are characterized by deep clays and B horizons 
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to a depth of 1.5 m, while Norwood soils are stratified calcareous deep silt loams with thin A horizons 
overlying deep silt loam C horizons to 1.5 m.  
Uplands between El Campo and Hillje within the APE are characterized by nearly level soils of the Edna-
Crowley association. These are poorly to somewhat poorly-drained soils marked by surface layers of fine 
sandy loam overlying lower layers of clay and sandy clay. Crowley series soils, like Edna series soils, 
display B horizons to a depth of over one m. 
Prior to survey, B&A anticipated that areas of the APE within alluvial floodplain settings may harbor 
archeological deposits and that upland areas of the APE that overly the Beaumont Formation were less 
likely to harbor archeological deposits outside of small streams and creeks with the exception of historic 
sites. In addition, the integrity of deposits throughout the APE was thought potentially impacted by land 
use as agricultural cultivation is prevalent in this area, impacting at least the upper 30 to 50 centimeters 
(cm) of the vertical APE.
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3.0 CULTURAL BACKGROUND 
The APE is located within the Southeast Texas Archeological Region (Perttula 2004:7). The prehistory of 
this area is generally divided into four broad cultural periods: Paleoindian (ca. 11,500 to 8,000 Years Before 
Present [B.P.]), Archaic (ca. 8,000 to 1,300 B.P.), Late Prehistoric (ca. 1,300 B.P. into historic times), and 
Historic (after ca. 300 B.P.). The following discussion summarizes the region’s culture history, per existing 
syntheses and temporal frameworks presented by Story (1990), Patterson (1995) and Ricklis (2004).  
3.1 Paleoindian Period 
The exact timing of the earliest human occupation of North America is the subject of considerable debate, 
though most researchers agree that humans occupied the mixed Oak-Hickory-Southern Pine forests and the 
coastal prairies of southeast Texas during the late Pleistocene (ca. 11,500 to 8,000 B.P.). Lower sea levels 
during the terminal Pleistocene were approximately 100 m below modern sea levels, providing stream 
settings for human occupation and utilization. The current knowledge of Paleoindian life ways and behavior 
is severely limited by the inundation of these coastal areas during the post-glacial sea level rise between 
8,000 and 9,000 B.P., as well as valley cutting and widespread erosion caused by lower sea levels. It is 
generally agreed that low population densities of highly mobile hunter-gatherers traveled substantial 
distances within poorly defined territories subsisting on a wide variety of plant and animal foods, including 
now-extinct megafauna such as the mastodon. Although the majority of artifacts attributable to the 
Paleoindian cultural period have come from surficial contexts as isolated finds on the older stable surfaces 
of the uplands, disturbed contexts, or mixed with artifacts from later periods, at least one stratified site, the 
Dimond Knoll Site (41HR796) (Barrett and Weinstein 2016), has been identified. Additional Paleoindian 
period sites within the Southeast Texas Archeological Region include but are not limited to 41HR571 
(Patterson 1986); 41WH19 (Patterson et al. 1987), the McFaddin Beach Site, 41JF50 (Turner and Tanner 
1994), 41FB249 (Patterson 1997), and the Timber Fawn Site, 41HR1165 (Crook 2016). Large, lanceolate 
projectile points are recognized as diagnostic of the time period and include, but are not limited to, Clovis, 
Folsom, Dalton, and San Patrice point types.  
3.2 Archaic Period 
The Archaic stage of prehistory in Texas spans roughly 7,500 years and is generally divided into Early (ca. 
8,000 to 6,000 B.P.), Middle (ca. 6,000 to 3,500 B.P.), and Late Archaic (ca. 3,500 to 1,500 B.P.) on the 
basis of diagnostic projectile point types (Ricklis 2004:184-186). Numerous inland Archaic sites have been 
documented in southeast Texas along streams; however, most lack depositional integrity and preservation 
of materials, other than stone. The use of ground stone tools for plant processing indicates changes in 
cultural adaptation from the preceding Paleoindian period. Overall, the Archaic is marked by a broadening 
of the subsistence base and increased regionalization of dart point styles and other lithic tools over time.  
The Early Archaic period coincides with the onset of the Hypsithermal (Altithermal) Interval of the middle 
Holocene beginning ca. 8,000 B.P. and continuing through the Middle Archaic. This drying period of 
increased temperatures and aridity resulted in open grasslands, with oak savannas occurring at the 
transitional zone with the eastern woodlands in southeast Texas (Ricklis 2004:183). Soil erosion and 
inadequate ground cover limited the array of potential plant and animal food resources. Diagnostic dart 
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point types from the Early Archaic include early side-notched, early stemmed, and corner-notched, 
followed by massively barbed types such as Bell/Calf Creek and Wells (Story 1990). Middle Archaic dart 
point types include Bulverde, Lange, Williams, and probably the Kent-Gary types toward the latter portion 
of the Middle Archaic (Patterson 1995; Story 1990). The first recognizable group cemeteries appear during 
the Middle Archaic; most of these lacked grave goods. Cemeteries, often large and containing grave goods 
(such as the Ernest Witte site [41AU36]), appear to have become a common custom during the Late 
Archaic. This custom is indicative of population growth and the resulting need for development and 
strengthening territorial identification by specific groups.  
During the early part of the Late Archaic (ca. 3,000 B.P.), increases in fossil arboreal pollen and changes 
in faunal data point to more mesic conditions. The wetter conditions, associated expansion of ground cover, 
and soil stabilization contributed to an increase in useful floral (e.g., nuts) and faunal (e.g., white-tailed deer 
and various small mammals and reptiles) food resources, thereby supporting population growth. In fact, 
Late Archaic sites are dramatically more common than those dating to previous cultural periods. The shift 
to poorer quality and locally available lithic raw materials also indicates reduced mobility and well-defined 
group territories (Story 1990). Late Archaic point types include Gary, Kent, Darl, Ensor, Elam, Ellis, and 
Fairland forms.  
3.3 Late Prehistoric Period 
The Late Prehistoric in Southeast Texas is often referred to as “Woodland” to denote its close cultural 
affiliation with more sedentary, ceramic-producing cultures throughout eastern North America. Hallmarks 
of the Late Prehistoric in this portion of Texas include the introduction of ceramics and the bow and arrow 
into the material culture. Based on similarities in the overall ceramic assemblage of the area, Story (1990) 
defined the Mossy Grove Tradition of Southeast Texas and has suggested Early Ceramic (ca. 2,050 to 1,050 
B.P.) and Late Ceramic (ca. 1,050 to 250 B.P.) subdivisions. The Early Ceramic period is characterized by
the dominance of a distinctly Southeast Texas pottery, a plain, un-tempered, sandy-paste ware typed as 
Goose Creek Plain. The Late Ceramic period is marked by the introduction of arrow points, grog-and-bone 
tempered pottery often elaborately decorated, and the presence of Caddoan ceramics, possibly as trade 
wares from the Caddo heartland located to the north (Story 1990:256, 258, and 275–276). Despite the 
presence of these other ceramic types, Goose Creek Plain continued to dominate Late Ceramic assemblages. 
The introduction of ceramics to the regional material culture does not appear, however, to have been 
accompanied by any immediate changes in basic adaptive strategies during the Late Prehistoric; evidence 
indicates a continuation of a seasonally nomadic, hunter-gatherer lifestyle, exploiting a wide array of plant 
and animal resources. The presence of ceramics indicates contact with emerging complex cultures to the 
east and north, where horticulture and increasing sedentism were gradually replacing a hunter-gatherer 
subsistence regime (Ricklis 2004).  
3.4 Historic Period 
The advent of the Historic period in Texas has traditionally been marked by the shipwreck of Álvar Núñez 
Cabeza de Vaca in A.D. 1528 (422 B.P.). The remnants of the Hernando de Soto entrada led by Luis de 
Moscoso Alvarado entered what is now northeast Texas in the early 1540s (Bruseth and Kenmotsu 1993). 
Although neither of these early Spanish expeditions had direct contact with the native inhabitants of 
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southeast Texas, by the 1700s the introduction of European diseases disastrously impacted native 
populations and spread far beyond areas of direct Native-European contact. Displacement of native Indians 
to the east resulted in their immigration and assimilation into southeast Texas. Some of the larger historic-
era aboriginal groups within Southeast Texas were the Akokisa, Atakapa, and Bidai. Historic 
documentation concerning these groups indicates that the Bidai were primarily located inland in southeast 
Texas, whereas the Akokisa and Atakapa spent at least part of the year on the coast (Aten 1983:34-39).  
The A.D. 1685 (265 B.P.) French expedition led by Robert Cavelier Sieur de La Salle established Fort St. 
Louis along Garcitas Creek in Victoria County. French fur traders, who traveled among the native Indians 
in southeast Texas, set up a trading post near the mouth of the Trinity River as early as 1720. In response 
to French incursions into the lower Trinity River and Galveston Bay area, the Spanish established a presidio 
and mission complex at the site of an unoccupied French trading post: the Nuestra Señora de la Luz Mission 
(1756) and the Agustin de Ahumada Presidio (Chipman and Joseph 2010:169). Throughout the mid-1700s, 
France and Spain both claimed the upper Texas coast; however, Spanish settlement in the area was short-
lived and mostly abandoned by the early 1770s (Chipman and Joseph 2010:169).  
By 1763, the Spanish controlled the adjacent region of Louisiana, later acquired by the United States in 
1803 (Chipman and Joseph 2010). The United States considered most of Texas to be part of Louisiana and 
encouraged settlement. After gaining independence in 1821, Mexico claimed Spain’s former territories. 
About this time, Stephen F. Austin’s colonization grant led to a deluge of American settlers into Texas, 
which the Mexican government aggressively opposed. The ongoing disturbances between the Mexican 
government and Texas colonists eventually led to the Texas Revolution beginning in 1835 (Stephens and 
Holmes 1989) and resulting in the Republic of Texas in 1836. The Texas Republic denied all Native Indian 
land claims with the exception of the Tigua in West Texas and the Alabama in southeast Texas. With only 
small numbers of refugees living in remote areas, the majority of Native Indians were removed by 1839. 
The steady population growth of Anglo-Americans led to the creation of counties at the beginning of the 
Republic of Texas era (1836 to 1845). Mexican-American disturbances continued after this time, as Mexico 
continued to claim part of Texas as their own. When Texas joined the United States in 1845, events 
escalated, leading to the Mexican-American War (1846 to 1848). After extensive losses throughout 
Mexico’s vast territories located west and south of Texas, the Mexican government accepted the loss of 
Texas. 
Economic life, at this time, was grounded in plantation agriculture, which produced cotton and sugarcane, 
among other crops. Shipbuilding during this time allowed for the transport of crops, products, and people 
via river travel. The cotton industry provided an additional boost to the new economy; however, commercial 
cotton production depended on the ownership of an increasing numbers of enslaved peoples. 
With the cash economy built on slave-based agriculture, most Anglo-American residents in Texas favored 
secession, and many participated as Confederate soldiers. In 1861, Texas declared its secession and joined 
the Confederate States of America. At the same time, railroad construction progressed with the Texas and 
New Orleans Railroad and the Eastern Texas Railroad. Although Texas’ role mainly consisted of providing 
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supplies and materials via rail and steamboat, battles with federal troops took place in parts of southeast 
Texas, resulting in destruction of commercial industries.  
Following the Civil War, the end of slavery resulted in the breakdown of the plantation system. Rather than 
investing in slaves, wealth became tied to land investments. Speculators and investors, often absentee, 
bought most of the available land, thus creating a system of sharecropping or tenant farming with labor 
supplied by poor Anglo-Americans or African-Americans. Improvements along the Trinity, Neches, and 
Sabine Rivers, along with the expansion of railroad lines by the late 1870s, allowed for the recovery of 
livestock, lumber, and shipping industries. Agriculture development did not recover until after 1890. 
Plant irrigation methods and rice cultivation, along with oil exploration, quickly gained prominence in the 
early twentieth century. The discovery of oil throughout Texas generated population booms; the historic 
discovery of oil at the Spindletop oil field was of particular importance in Southeast Texas. Refineries built 
along the southeastern Texas coast played an active role in supplying oil during World War I and II. 
Additionally, local agriculture economies relied greatly on the export of rice, cotton, and timber. Shipping, 
agricultural, lumber, and petroleum industries remain important to the regional economy, along with the 
significant growth of businesses, educational facilities, recreation, etc. in the large-scale metropolitan cities. 
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4.0 PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 
Previous archeological surveys and locations of recorded archeological sites within 1 kilometer (km) (0.6 
mile) of the overall project APE were reviewed by consulting the National Park Service website, the Texas 
Historical Commission’s Online Historic Sites Atlas and restricted-access Online Archeological Sites Atlas 
(ATLAS), as well as records from the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory at the University of Texas 
at Austin Pickle Research Center. In addition to identifying recorded archeological sites, the review 
included the following types of information on the Archeological Sites Atlas: NRHP properties, SALs, 
Official Texas Historical Markers, Registered Texas Historic Landmarks, and cemeteries. The search of the 
ATLAS on May 13, 2015 revealed that six archeological sites and six cemeteries (two of which are also 
recorded as archeological sites), as well as one historical marker, have been recorded within 1 km of the 
investigated APE (Tables 1 and 2; see Figures 4.1 through 4.4). No previously recorded archeological sites 
or cemeteries are situated within the investigated APE. Although much of the APE has not been previously 
surveyed, 128 archeological sites have been recorded in the vicinity. These sites occur along linear pipeline 
corridors and along the numerous rivers, creeks, and bayous that cross the county from northwest to 
southeast. 
Table 1. Archeological Sites and Cemeteries within 1 Kilometer (3,274 ft) of US 59 
Site No. Cemetery Description 
SAL/NRHP 
Eligibility 
Distance to APE 
41FB264 Prehistoric Lithic Scatter 
Determined 
Ineligible 1998 
Approximately 0.90 km (0.56 mile or 2,957 ft) 
east of US 59 south of FM 2919 







Approximately 0.88 km (0.55 mile or 2,904 ft) 
east of US 59 south of FM 2919 







Approximately 0.60 km (0.37 mile or 1,954 ft) 
east of US 59 south of FM 2919 




Approximately 1.0 km (0.62 mile or 3,274 ft) 
east of US 59 south of FM 2919 
41WH3 Prehistoric Midden Unevaluated 
Approximately 0.07 km (0.04 mile or 211 ft) 
east of US 59 at West Bernard Creek Crossing 
41WH7 Prehistoric Midden Unevaluated 
Approximately 0.75 km (0.47 mile or 2,482 ft) 
east of US 59 at West Bernard Creek Crossing 
Kendleton Cemetery Cemetery Unevaluated Approximately 0.72 km (0.45 mile or 2,376 ft) east of US 59 south of FM 2919 
Little Zion Cemetery Cemetery Unevaluated 0.101km (0.12 mile or 634 ft) west of US 59 




Cemetery Unevaluated Approximately 0.03 km (0.02 mile or 106 
ft) west of US 59 between West Bernard 
Creek and FM 1161 
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Table 2. Official Texas Historical Marker within 1 Kilometer (3,274 ft) of US 59 
Marker Subject Distance to APE 
Terry V. Adams 
Adams was a leader in the fight for African 
American civil rights during the first half of 
the twentieth century.  
0.61 km (0.37 mile or 1,954 ft) 
north of the northern extent of US 
59  
According to the ATLAS, six previous archeological investigations cross US 59 in Wharton County 
(Table 3). These surveys are presented below from north to south. These investigations have been 
conducted in conjunction with a public park, public airport, waterline, pipeline, and roadway development 
in the area. 





Adjacent to ROW 
Approximate Distance of Previous 
Project Area to APE Reference 
Kendelton Park 
Survey (1989) 
Texas Parks and 
Wildlife Department 0 
Approximately 80 m north of US 59 
between FM 2919 and San Bernard 
River 
Corbin 1989 








Along RR tracks approximately 40 m 








Pipeline, LLC 0 
Crosses US 59 in two locations either 




US 59 at FM 




TxDOT and the City 
of Wharton 0 
Between crossing of US 59 at 




United States Army 
Corps of Engineers 
(USACE), Fort 
Worth 
0 East and west of US 59; north of Colorado River Crossing 
Somers et 
al. 2013 
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5.0 METHODOLOGY 
The methodology for this project consisted of a 100 percent archeological survey of the APE to identify 
archeological sites. This investigation consisted of systematic inspection of the ground surface by two 
archeologists walking transects spaced at 98-foot (30 m) intervals to search for surficial evidence of 
archeological sites in areas not previously disturbed. Survey was conducted within portions of the APE 
where ROE had been granted at the time of survey. If ROE was not granted at the time of survey, 
investigators attempted to assess the APE from the existing ROW and make recommendations regarding 
further survey (possibly during acquisition phase) as necessary.  
In addition to this reconnaissance survey, B&A carried out intensive archeological survey with subsurface 
investigations in portions of the APE that were considered high probability areas (HPAs) for encountering 
intact prehistoric or historic (also known as Historical HPAs [HHPAs]) sites. These HPAs/HHPAs were 
defined based on the following criteria: 
• APE within 100 m of rivers, streams, and primary drainages and tributaries (e.g., San Bernard and
Colorado Rivers and Jones, Caney, Peach, Mustang, and West Bernard Creeks)
• Terrace or natural levee remnants
• Holocene alluvial deposits
• Topographic high spots above the surrounding landscape
• Areas containing raw materials for tool manufacturing
• APE near locations of previously recorded sites
• HHPAs were based on examination of historical (pre-1965) aerial photographs and topographic
maps for the previous locations of historic structures, etc.
HPAs and HHPAs are defined in Figures 6.1 through 6.6 based on consultation of area soils and geology 
maps (BEG 1976; SCS 1974), 1953 and 1954 USGS 7.5-minute topographical quadrangle maps, 1951, 
1962, and 1964 aerial photographs, and records via the online ATLAS. Subsurface investigations consisted 
of shovel testing and mechanical trenching conducted in portions of the APE that:  
• Were HPA or HHPA
• Did not exhibit disturbances that have likely impacted the vertical and horizontal integrity of
potential archeological deposits (e.g., plowed fields within portions of the APE underlain by the
Beaumont Formation)
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Figures 6.1 through 6.6. High Probability Areas and Historic High Probability Areas within the APE 
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All 30-cm diameter shovel tests were excavated in arbitrary 10-cm levels to 1 m in depth or culturally sterile 
sediments, whichever occurred first. All removed soil was screened through 0.25-inch (0.63 cm) hardware 
cloth. Field observations were recorded on appropriate B&A field forms and the locations of each shovel 
test and trench was plotted with a hand-held global positioning system (GPS) receiver. The entire survey 
area was photo-documented.  
Systematic mechanical trenching was also conducted within specific HPAs characterized by deep Holocene 
alluvium within the floodplain crossings of major rivers, tributaries, and creeks. The placement of trenches 
was generally one trench in each quadrant of the APE crossings but was guided by conditions on the ground 
and the judgment of the project archeologist. Trenching adhered to Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration guidelines and standards. Each trench was 5 m (16 ft) long by 0.7 m (2.29 ft) wide and was 
excavated to a maximum depth of 1.2 m (4 ft), when an archeologist entered the trench and examined side 
walls for evidence of archeological deposits. Afterwards, the remaining 0.30 m (1 ft) was excavated and 
the backdirt examined for signs of cultural material, but the archeologist did not re-enter the trench.  
If cultural materials were encountered, a detailed and scaled profile was drawn and described. All soils and 
sediments exposed by the trench were recorded and described using standard soil nomenclature. Trenches 
were photo-documented and the locations of each trench plotted using a handheld GPS receiver. Upon 
completion of recording, all trenches were backfilled and leveled.  
When cultural materials or indications of an archeological site were discovered, systematic shovel tests 
were excavated surrounding the initial find to delineate the horizontal and vertical extent of the site within 
the proposed ROW. The site was recorded on a State of Texas Archeological Site Data Form, a site sketch 
map was drafted, and photos of the site were taken. Artifacts, when encountered, were not collected during 
survey but were sufficiently described and photographed in the field for further analysis. All survey records 
including photographs will be processed for curation at the Center for Archaeological Research (CAR) at 
The University of Texas at San Antonio according to CAR’s Standards and Procedures for the Preparation 
of Archaeological Collections, Records, and Photographs (n.d.). 
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6.0 RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS 
The intensive survey consisted of a 100 percent pedestrian survey within portions of the APE where ROE 
was granted augmented by subsurface shovel testing and backhoe trenching. A total 192 shovel tests and 
63 trenches were excavated during the investigation (Figures 7.1 through 7.6).  
Investigators noted that much of the APE exhibited soil disturbances due to roadway construction 
associated with US 59. Other disturbances include infrastructure development of additional public 
roadways, oil and gas pipelines, buried utility lines, railroads, and agricultural cultivation. Approximately 
39 percent of all shovel tests and 76 percent of all backhoe trenches revealed disturbed deposits (mottled 
soils up to 90 cmbs, modern trash at a depth of 20-40 centimeters below surface [cmbs]) and indications of 
prior road base or fill, e.g., asphalt, shell, and gravel layers, up to 100 cmbs within the APE. Several 
proposed shovel testing and trenching locations were eliminated from subsurface excavation due to the 
profundity of existing buried utility lines and oil and gas pipelines. Much of the ground surface of the APE 
was obscured by low grasses or floodplain briars and vines. Average ground surface visibility was zero 
percent.  
One archeological site (41WH139), one isolated artifact, one historic structure, and one roadside memorial 
were identified (see Figures 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5). One additional possible historic archeological site was 
identified but is outside of the APE (see Figure 7.5). Descriptions of each find are detailed below. No 
artifacts were collected during the survey. 
6.1 Newly Recorded Site 
Site 41WH139 is a newly recorded historic artifact scatter located on private property in eastern Wharton 
County, near the intersection of (Site location redacted) (see Figure 7.4). The site is situated 
approximately (Site location redacted) of the Peach Creek floodplain in an area of dense secondary 
growth consisting of poison ivy, greenbriar, dewberry, and hackberry with an overstory of oaks (Figure 8). 
Ground surface visibility was zero percent. Ten shovel tests were excavated at the site, six were positive 
for cultural materials. The site measures 300 ft northeast-southwest by 100 ft east-west (Figure 9). 
Artifacts recovered within the upper 10-80 cmbs at 41WH139 are listed in Table 4 and a representative 
sample is shown in Figures 10 through 11. The maker’s mark that appears on the one piece of white 
ironstone was not identified by manufacturer but is very similar to several other maker’s marks by potteries 
operating out of East Liverpool, Ohio from the 1890s to the mid twentieth century (Gates and Ormerod 
1982; Stoltzfus and Snyder 1997). Additional artifacts such as the cut nail, which were largely supplanted 
by wire nails by 1900 (Edwards and Wells 1993), sun-colored amethyst (SCA) glass, produced between 1880 
and 1918 (Steele 2001), and the porcelain insulator, a fixture in the standardized knob and tube wiring 
system between 1880 and 1930 (Croft and Summers 1987), and manufactured brick, also point to a late 
nineteenth or early twentieth-century age for the site. One identified bone fragment, presumably faunal, 
was also noted at the site. 
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Figure 7.1 Survey Results 
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Figure 7.2 Survey Results 
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Figures 7.3 Survey Results 
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Figures 7.4 Survey Results 
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Figures 7.5 Survey Results 
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Figures 7.6 Survey Results 
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Figure 8. Overview of 41WH139 from Shovel Test AH121, facing east
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Figure 9. 41WH139
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Table 4. Artifact Assemblage at 41WH139 
Material Type Description Number 
Glass    
  Unknown flat or container light green 1 
 Unknown flat or container olive green 2 
  Machine made snuff bottle amber fragment 1 
  Container glass amber 34 
  Colorless (SCA) vessel glass 1 
  Colorless bottle without bubble inclusion 5 
 Subtotal 44 
Metal    
  Cut Nail 1 
  Wire Nail 1 
 Subtotal 2 
Ceramic   
  Porcelain insulator fragment 1 
  Brickbat 1 
  White Ironstone tableware fragment with maker’s mark 1 
 Subtotal 3 
Other   
 Vulcanized rubber tire fragment 5 
 Subtotal 5 
Grand Total  54 
 
 
Figure 10. Representative artifacts recorded at 41WH139. 
Left to right: white glazed ceramic, brown glass snuff bottle fragment, clear glass bottle fragment, square nail 
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Figure 11. Additional representative artifacts recorded at 41WH139. 
Left to right: Wire nail fragment, white ironstone fragment with maker’s mark, brown glass shard. 
The site exhibits disturbance from previous clear cutting and the previous historic structure at this location 
has been razed or removed. Furthermore, secondary vegetative growth and associated root intrusions have 
likely resulted in impacts to the site’s depositional integrity.  
Site 41WH139 coincides with the previous location of a small structure that is evident on a 1951 aerial 
photograph and a 1954 USGS 7.5’ topographic quadrangle map. This structure does not appear on a 1981 
USGS 7.5’ topographic quadrangle map or a 1995 aerial photograph of the same location. On the 1951 
aerial photograph of this area the former structure at 41WH139 appears as a small, side gable house with a 
central projecting front gable entrance. This roofline is indicative of the type of homes that were constructed 
from the early twentieth century through the 1940s. It is likely that the home was constructed after the 
completion of the roadway (then Highway No. 12) through the area in the late 1920s.  
Property records indicate site 41WH139 is located within the William Kincheloe Survey (Abstract 38) 
(General Land Office 2015). The 15.5-acre property is currently owned by the R. Molina Sr. and H. Wied 
Trust (Wharton County 2015). Trustee, Robert G. Molina Jr. of Sugar Land, Texas was contacted by 
Principal Investigator Andrea Burden via phone on October 2, 2015. Mr. Molina stated that his father owned 
the property as an investment beginning around 1975, and although he did not have personal knowledge 
regarding the site, in his association with the area and local residents he has never had indications the site 
harbored any significance through association with an important historical event or person. Archival records 
indicate that this tract was owned by Joe Duyka in the 1950s (Tobin 1979). Duyka may have resided on the 
property in the late 1920s as the 1930 United States Census indicates he was a resident of Wharton, living 
on a farm along Highway 12 with his wife and eight children. The tract was inherited by Duyka’s son 
Rudolph Duyka, presumably upon his death in 1969, who sold the property to nonresident investors Raul 
Molina Sr. and Henry O. Wied in 1973 (Ancestry.com 1969, Wharton County 1973). According to the 1930 
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United States Census, Joe Duyka was a first generation American of Czechoslovakian immigrant parents. 
Evidence that Joe Duyka performed activities that were demonstrably important with a local, state, or 
national historic context was not discovered. 
Based on accumulated evidence, site 41WH139 appears to be a historic habitation that dates from the 1920s 
or 1930s to sometime before 1981. The integrity of the site is compromised due to destruction of the house 
and it is not associated with an important historical event or person. Therefore, 41WH139 is recommended 
not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under any criteria and is recommended not eligible for designation 
as an SAL. No further archeological investigation at the site is recommended within the APE. 
6.2 Isolated Find 
One isolated find was recovered from Shovel Test AH32 on public land within the current highway ROW 
that consisted of a chert tertiary flake fragment, which exhibited possible use wear. The find was recovered 
at 25 cmbs within a plowed field (Figure 12, see Figure 7.5). Five shovel tests were dug in 15 m intervals 
to the northeast and southwest and south of this find; all were negative for the presence of artifacts. No 
further prehistoric artifacts were observed.  
Figure 12. Isolated Find, lithic flake, from Shovel Test AH32 
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6.3 Additional findings 
During excavation of an HHPA at the intersection of Halford Road/CR 231 and US 59 northbound (see 
Figure 7.5), a farmstead was observed adjacent to the ROW that appeared to coincide with HHPA. The 
house was evident on a 1951 aerial photograph and a 1954 7.5-minute USGS topographic quadrangle map 
of the area. Three shovel tests (AH34 through 36) were excavated in the vicinity of the structure, but within 
the ROW. No historical artifacts were recovered from the shovel tests. Soils within the ROW at this location 
were noted as highly disturbed, with road fill down to at least 60 cmbs. Although a farmstead is evident on 
historical maps and aerials at this location, structural remains appear to be outside of the ROW and shovel 
tests within the ROW did not reveal any historical artifacts connected to a possible farmstead occupation. 
During the survey, investigators also noted the location of a historic structure partially within the APE on 
private property (see Figure 7.2 and Figure 13). The location of this structure does not coincide with any 
structure evident on aerial photographs or USGS topographic quadrangle maps from the 1950s but it does 
appear on a 1995 aerial photograph of this location. The structure was previously assessed by B&A 
historians as Resource No. 126 (Russo 2015). Their findings determined the house was built ca. 1945, was 
likely moved to its current location, and the property is not NRHP-eligible. No further work is 
recommended at this location. 
Figure 13. Relocated historic house at edge of APE, facing southeast 
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6.4 Roadside Memorial 
Investigators identified a modern roadside memorial within the existing southbound US 59 ROW at the 
West Bernard Creek crossing (see Figure 7.3 and Figure 14). The memorial is comprised of two wooden 
crosses; each cross bears the following information “You are missed, MOM, 9/05/09” and “Candida V. 
Ramirez, Rest in Peace.” Two small solar-powered lamps, a small ceramic or plastic cross, and two bunches 
of artificial flowers surround one of the wooden crosses. The memorial does not meet eligibility criteria for 
inclusion in the NRHP nor is it eligible for designation as an SAL. 
Although not older than 50 years and not commonly identified as archeological sites, roadside memorials 
such as these could be considered traditional cultural properties or sacred sites, which might fall under the 
regulations of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act; however, judicial interpretation of this statute varies 
widely (King 2013:265). More commonly evaluation of these types of resources sometimes appears in 
conjunction with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act and thus as part of NEPA 
compliance for departments of transportation, most notably in western states such as Arizona and California 
(State of California Department of Transportation 2005:2.2.1; Arizona State Historic Preservation Office 
2015). As TxDOT does not have a stated policy on the treatment of roadside memorials in terms of NEPA 
compliance, locational information is presented here with the intent that TxDOT use it in whatever planning 
activities it deems relevant to existing TxDOT policy and guidelines for use of TxDOT ROW (Holland 
2013:Ch 3, Sec 10).  
Figure 14. Roadside memorial comprised of two wooden crosses within APE, facing north 
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7.0 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The US 59 project extends a total of 39.5 miles from FM 2919, the northern limit, to FM 710, the southern 
project limit. Field survey of a northern segment of the overall project between FM 2919 and the Colorado 
River, where ROE was granted, was completed on September 13, 2015. Further fieldwork for the remainder 
of the project will be completed in conjunction with TxDOT’s 2014-2016 General Archeological Survey 
Services Contract under a different Texas Antiquities Permit. Survey of this segment of the overall APE 
included 100 percent systematic inspection of the ground surface supplemented by shovel testing and 
mechanical trenching in areas identified as an HPA or HHPA. A total of 192 shovel tests and 63 trenches 
were excavated.  
Survey of the portions of the APE where ROE was granted resulted in the identification of one historic 
archeological site (41WH139), one prehistoric isolated artifact, and one roadside memorial within the APE. 
Site 41WH139, the isolated find, and the roadside memorial do not meet the eligibility criteria for inclusion 
in the NRHP or for designation as an SAL as defined in 36 CRF 800, 36 CRF 60, and 13 TAC 26. Therefore, 
41WH139, the isolated find, the historic structure, and roadside memorial are not recommended eligible 
for the NRHP under any criteria nor are they recommended eligible for designation as an SAL. No further 
work is recommended at these locations. One additional possible historic archeological site was identified 
at an HHPA but is outside of the APE.  
Based on these findings, B&A recommends that development within the northern portion of the US 59 
project (between the Colorado River and FM 2919), where ROE was obtained, be allowed to proceed as 
planned without additional investigations with regard to cultural resources. Areas where no ROE was 
granted as of August 2015, but which fall within HPA or HHPA, are recommended for survey when access 
is granted to identify potential historic properties that may be impacted by the proposed undertaking.  
If it is determined that the proposed construction requires additional ROW in this portion of the overall 
APE, then additional archeological investigations may be necessary. In the event that previously 
unidentified cultural materials are discovered during construction, work in the immediate area of discovery 
would cease and TxDOT will be contacted. 
No artifacts were collected during the current survey. Project records and a copy of the final report will be 
curated at the CAR at The University of Texas at San Antonio. 
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Official Correspondence and Field Documents 
From: Mark Denton
To: Andrea Burden
Cc: Kim Johnson; Allen Bettis Jr
Subject: RE: US 59 Wharton- TAC Permit 7306
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 11:52:09 AM
Attachments: image001.png
That’s correct.
Mark H. Denton, Coordinator








From: Andrea Burden [mailto:andrea.burden@blantonassociates.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 11:44 AM
To: Mark Denton 
Cc: Kim Johnson ; Allen Bettis Jr 
Subject: US 59 Wharton- TAC Permit 7306
Mark,
Per our discussion today, my understanding regarding pending tasks to clear Antiquities Permit No.
7306 is as follows:
· No further fieldwork by Blanton & Associates is anticipated for the 39 miles of TxDOT right of
way covered by the permit beyond that described in Interim Report: Intensive Archeological
Survey: US 59 from FM 2919 to FM 710-Fort Bend, Wharton, and Jackson Counties (CSJ:
0089-06-080, -07-145, -08-094) per discussion with Allen Bettis 7/18/2016. A copy of the last
THC correspondence regarding the report is attached for your tracking.
· Under these circumstances, THC agrees that amendment of TAC Permit No. 7306 is
unnecessary to complete the permit.
· THC will require submission of a draft report (to be generated based on the interim report),
which will include a short discussion of the difference between the area covered by the
permit and the area surveyed as described in the report. This discussion will be reiterated in
the transmittal cover letter.
· Once the draft report is accepted by THC, all other usual terms and conditions will apply to
complete the permit.
If any of this is not accurate, please let me know and I will adjust so that we concur.
Thank you so much for your assistance in this matter,
Andrea Stahman Burden
Archeologist
Blanton & Associates, Inc.
5 Lakeway Centre Court, Suite 200
Austin, Texas 78734
Tel 512.264.1095, ext. 188
Fax 512.264.1531
andrea.burden@blantonassociates.com
This communication, including attachments, is for the exclusive use of addressee and may contain proprietary, confidential or
privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete
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April 15,2016
Section 106/Antiquities COde of Texas:Review and Commcnts(Perrlllt#7306)
US Highway(US)59 1ntcrstate Upgrade(CSJ:0089‐ 06‐080,-07-145,-08-094)








Thc above refercnccd transportation proJect will bC undertaken with Federal funding and is being
器棚黒織躙:器∬設鍔 1鷲阜m献1譜露∫1瑞思糀譜S
conducted for this praect.The en宙ronmental rc宙 ew,consultation,and other actions required by
響絆ぶ柵∫雰8買躍;T:『財緊∫盟::旨纂讐瀧i島鷲lξ熟∫栃 :を ,
2014,and executcd by FHWA and TxDOT.
The proposcd prqcct would upgrade US 59 between Farm―
to―Market Road(FM)2919 and FM
710 in Wharton COunty to hterstate Highway standards and be dcsignated as]H69.Thc
鸞i淵揮翻fI  摺誓擬網掘I血
separate the main_lanes froln the frOntage lanes and existing bridgcs on frontagc roads or ncw
bridges would be cOnstructed at drainages.The existing right―
Of―way(ROW)is apprOxirnately
275 to 375 feetin width.Approxilnately 445 acres of new ROW would be needcd along thc
entire length Ofthc propOsed prttcCt CXCept within EI CampO,approximately 35 miles of total
prqcctlength and averaging approximately 100 fect in width.Thc APE is dividcd into two
segments,northern and sOuthern on either sidc of EI Campo.The area of potcntial effect is
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intens市 c survey under Pcrmit#7306 for thc northern segmcnt ofthc proposed praCCt.There are
澪』拝I遣:1温器:1鮒麗器誌麗ξwI思想T窯:∬盤謂lぶ盟穏恩_
American ccmeteries. six additional unrecOrdcd cemeterics have bcen identificd within l,000
meters Ofthe APE.Thc c10sest recordcd site,41WH3-a latc prehistoric open campsite,located
approximately 64 mcters Outside ofthc APE along Wcst Bernard Creek。 「rhere are at least eight
previous investigations within l,000 1neters ofthc APE,nine of which cither cross or are
attaCenttO US 59.
BAI performcd 192 shovel― tests and 63 mcchanicaltrcnches across most ofthe APE during this
survey. It appears that approximately a third ofthc APE,or 49 parcels,was dcnied right―
of―cntry
(ROE).A singic historic site,41WH139-a histOric artittlct scatter,was recordcd during the
survcy within the APE. BAI recommends that nO furthcr archc01ogical investigation is necded
胤 鶴∬誦 k黒 ぎ 船 111:留l選マ烏脳 胃T鰐 ま∬ T器 撻 1鮒
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BAI recominends no furthcr archco10gical invcstigations are needcd in the portion ofthc APE
that has bcen surveyed.HOwever,it shOuld be noted that approximately 33 percent ofthc APE
rcmains unsurved duc to a dcnia1 0rlack Of ROE and will still need to be surveyed once thc
property or access has been acquired.
Please find attached for your rcvicw and commcnts thc BAI,タ
デ[rCl:1'14rilli#l『11:′|二I」rr2′ι″∫ルιAκた
`θ
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η′J`s。 「FxE)(DT requests your cOncurrencc that the report is satisfactory and
acceptable;rninor comments have already becn submitted to BAI for revision. BAI has already
responded to TxI)OT's cOmmcnts and has Fnaking the appropriatc changes to this draft report.
TxDOT requests yOur cOncurrence on the fol10wing rccommcndations,1)that thC portion of thc
APE that has been surveyed by this 2015 survcy is cOmplete and does not warrant any additional
archeological investigation,2)thatthc rcmaining approximately 33 percent ofthe APE
rcmaining unsuⅣ cyed due tO a denial of ROE will need to be surveyed once thesc parcels have
been acquired Or access is granted,and 3)Site 4 1WH 139 is not considered eligible for listing as
an archeological property(36 CFR 800.16(1))onthe NRHP oras an SAL(13 TAC 26.8)and no
further investigation is warranted.「 FxEXDT funher rccommends thatthe rcmainder ofthe
archco10gical invcntory be defcrred tO a110w NEPA processing and property acquisition to
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e.c
rccommcndations and have no cOmments On this draft report and find it acceptable,please sign
below tO indicate yOur cOncurrence and stamp the draft cover as acceptable.
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Thank you for your cOnsidcration in this lnattcr. If you have any questions or further need of













for Mark S.w01fe,State IIistoric Preservation Officer
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